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MOTIVATION

✓ In December 2017, CME and CBOE started to trade

futures on bitcoin.

✓ Underlying asset (Bitcoin) is not traded in a formally

regulated market.

✓ It is an ideal opportunity to studied in more details the
behavior of cryptocurrencies.

OBJECTIVES

METHODS

MAIN RESULTS

MAIN REFERENCES

Our results show that there is a clear expiration effect

related to bitcoin futures. The closer to the expiration

time (shortly beforehand or afterwards), the more intense

these effects are.

✓ We have studied monthly expiration effect on seven

popular bitcoin exchanges: Itibit, Coinbase, Kraken,

Binancce, Bistamp, Bitfinex and Gemini.

✓ Intraday data constitute the base of our analysis

whereas daily data are used for descriptive purposes

and in robustness tests.

✓ We have run 576 models, using 48 alternative

cumulative hourly dummies, on 3 variables of analysis

(volume, volatility and return), for 4 different references

of expiration dates depending on the futures market

studied (CME, CBOE and Bakkt separately and the

joint effect).

Analyze whether bitcoin trading volume, volatility and

return behave differently on the expiration date of

bitcoin futures as compared to non-expiration times.

The prevailing effect on trading volume: increases
before the expiration date and decreases later.

The volatility pattern is similar, but more concentrated.

The effects on returns do not follow a common pattern. 
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